
     
  

MG-RAY-80
 The MG-RAY-80 LED fixtures, are a powerful 
lighting solution designed to illuminate your space with 
precision and style. With a diameter of 80mm and a height 
of 120mm, these fixtures offer a substantial presence that 
commands attention.
 The MG-RAY-80 fixtures are engineered with 
various optics options, allowing you to achieve the perfect 
lighting configuration for your needs. Whether you require 
a narrow beam angle of 11o to 55o or prefer the versatility of 
an oval asymmetric distribution, the MG-RAY-80 delivers 
exceptional lighting performance.

 MG-RAY-80 is available in a wide range of colour 
temperatures, ranging from 2700K to 6500K, ensuring you 
can create the desired atmosphere and ambience in your 
space. With a remarkable Color Rendering Index (CRI) of 
up to 97, the MG-RAY-80 faithfully reproduces colours, 
bringing out the true beauty of your surroundings. Addi-
tionally, these fixtures offer a luminous flux of up to 4510 
lm, providing abundant brightness to illuminate even large 
areas.

 We understand the importance of longevity and 
reliability in lighting solutions, and the MG-RAY-80 ex-
ceeds expectations in both areas. With an impressive L80 
rating of over 70,000 hours, you can rely on these fixtures 
to maintain their performance over an extended period, re-
ducing maintenance costs and ensuring consistent illumi-
nation. 
 In reflection to our confidence in the quality and 
durability of MG-RAY-80,  we offer a 5-year warranty.
The MG-RAY-80 combines functionality with elegance, 
making it suitable for a wide range of applications. Whether 
you need to highlight specific areas or provide overall illu-
mination, these fixtures deliver outstanding performance. 
From commercial spaces to hospitality venues, retail envi-
ronments, and beyond, the MG-RAY-80 is a versatile light-
ing solution that elevates any setting.

Magnetic Track LED Fixture

Manufactured in Greece

Dimensions

Applications
• Shops
• Supermarkets
• Offices 
• Hotels
• Restaurants
• Houses
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